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Young Pioneer Tours are the leading budget and adventure travel operator in the DPRK (North Korea). Browse through our extensive North Korean group tour schedule to find a group tour that best suits you and your budget.
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The Mass Games is the world’s largest performance as approved by the Guinness Book of Records with over 100,000 individual performers participating in a synchronised dance or gymnastics act held in the world’s largest stadium.
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Got extra time before or after your North Korean group tour? Then why not join our tour extensions in North Korea or China? Check out our great links, or get in touch and let us plan your extension for you.
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Our North Korea independent tours are suitable for solo travellers, families, couples, friends, or for people who simply can’t find group tour dates to match. Our tours are very flexible in terms of itinerary, interests and we can cater to your budget too!
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Have a question about travelling to North Korea? You'll most likely find it here. Feel free to get in contact with us if you have anymore enquiries.
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Young Pioneer Tours are the leading budget adventure travel company to off the wall, and off the beaten track destinations. Check out our International Group Tours and book your next adventure of a lifetime
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Join Young Pioneer Tours on one of our signature African adventures in Eritrea, Somaliland, or Socotra (with new destinations being added all the time), or let us plan an independent trip for you.
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Join one of our many Group Adventures through the Central-Asian Stans (including Afghanistan), or let us plan an independent trip for you from our office Almaty, Kazakhstan
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Join Young Pioneer Tours for one of our signature Group Adventures to the Islamic Republic of Iran, or Iraqi Kurdistan and the Caucuses, or let us plan your independent Middle-Eastern adventure.
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Young Pioneer Tours organize a number of Group and independent trips throughout the old Soviet Union, including Chernobyl, Chechnya, Magadan, Tiraspol, and much more. If you are interested in traveling through the old USSR, YPT are your people.
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Young Pioneer Tours were the FIRST company to pioneer trips to the Unrecognised Countries of Transnistria, Abkhazia, Nagorno-Karakabh, and South Ossetia, and we now offer a number of Group Tours, and independent packages.
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Join one of our Worldwide Adventures to places as diverse as Cuba, The Philippines, Cambodia, Nepal, or Antarctica, with off the wall “places your mother would rather you stayed away from” being added all the time. 
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We have also made it possible for various media and film companies to visit and film – not only in North Korea, but to many other of our destinations.
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Pioneers Korea is a fully owned subsidiary of YPT, focusing on business consultancy in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea)
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We have a long and proud history of arranging cultural projects with the Korean people; be it through art, sport, or whatever medium brings people together.
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Whilst travel is one of the most rewarding and enjoyable ways to spend your time, arranging your travel can be complicated, stressful and difficult.
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Think our tours are cool? We can partner with travel agencies or individuals who want to sell our group tours to individuals or small groups
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Find out what makes YPT stand out from the crowd and how we got to where we are today
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 Do you like what we do? Have you got what it takes? Apply within!
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The absolute up to date on guide, facts and fun information about where we visit and what we do
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                                   	THE YOUNG PIONEER PODCAST S2, E5: Horn of Africa Part Three – Eritrea
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Young Pioneer Tours are the leading budget and adventure travel operator in the DPRK (North Korea). Browse through our extensive North Korean group tour schedule to find a group tour that best suits you and your budget.
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The Mass Games is the world’s largest performance as approved by the Guinness Book of Records with over 100,000 individual performers participating in a synchronised dance or gymnastics act held in the world’s largest stadium.
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Got extra time before or after your North Korean group tour? Then why not join our tour extensions in North Korea or China? Check out our great links, or get in touch and let us plan your extension for you.
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Our North Korea independent tours are suitable for solo travellers, families, couples, friends, or for people who simply can’t find group tour dates to match. Our tours are very flexible in terms of itinerary, interests and we can cater to your budget too!
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Have a question about travelling to North Korea? You'll most likely find it here. Feel free to get in contact with us if you have anymore enquiries.
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Young Pioneer Tours are the leading budget adventure travel company to off the wall, and off the beaten track destinations. Check out our International Group Tours and book your next adventure of a lifetime
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Join Young Pioneer Tours on one of our signature African adventures in Eritrea, Somaliland, or Socotra (with new destinations being added all the time), or let us plan an independent trip for you.
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Join one of our many Group Adventures through the Central-Asian Stans (including Afghanistan), or let us plan an independent trip for you from our office Almaty, Kazakhstan
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Join Young Pioneer Tours for one of our signature Group Adventures to the Islamic Republic of Iran, or Iraqi Kurdistan and the Caucuses, or let us plan your independent Middle-Eastern adventure.
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Young Pioneer Tours organize a number of Group and independent trips throughout the old Soviet Union, including Chernobyl, Chechnya, Magadan, Tiraspol, and much more. If you are interested in traveling through the old USSR, YPT are your people.
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Young Pioneer Tours were the FIRST company to pioneer trips to the Unrecognised Countries of Transnistria, Abkhazia, Nagorno-Karakabh, and South Ossetia, and we now offer a number of Group Tours, and independent packages.
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Join one of our Worldwide Adventures to places as diverse as Cuba, The Philippines, Cambodia, Nepal, or Antarctica, with off the wall “places your mother would rather you stayed away from” being added all the time. 
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We have also made it possible for various media and film companies to visit and film – not only in North Korea, but to many other of our destinations.
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Pioneers Korea is a fully owned subsidiary of YPT, focusing on business consultancy in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea)
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We have a long and proud history of arranging cultural projects with the Korean people; be it through art, sport, or whatever medium brings people together.
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Whilst travel is one of the most rewarding and enjoyable ways to spend your time, arranging your travel can be complicated, stressful and difficult.
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Think our tours are cool? We can partner with travel agencies or individuals who want to sell our group tours to individuals or small groups
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Find out what makes YPT stand out from the crowd and how we got to where we are today
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 Do you like what we do? Have you got what it takes? Apply within!
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The absolute up to date on guide, facts and fun information about where we visit and what we do
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